Garment Designer is an easy-to-use pattern design program that allows you to create unique garments. With its built-in standard sizes, or custom-fit option, you can create garments for your family and friends.

Whether you are copying a ready-to-wear style or creating your own design, you will start a pattern by choosing the style options you want to combine. Further customize the garment by moving pattern points and lines on the screen. When you are satisfied with your design, add any combination of hems, extensions, facings, bands and seam allowances. Then print a paper pattern for sewing (pages will tile), or shaping instructions for knitting. Even if you are a novice patternmaker, you will be able to create a full wardrobe of unique and personal patterns.

**Design Flexibility and Control**
- View your body's shape sitting inside the pattern as you develop it, gaining knowledge of ease allowances.
- Build thousands of pattern combinations by mixing and matching garment styles for the body, neckline, shoulder, armhole, sleeve, skirt and pants.
- Click and drag points and use Bezier curves for complete design control.
- Instantly measure lines and curves of the pattern as you work.
- Use the Symmetry function to ensure that pattern changes occur on all pattern pieces.
- Add extensions, hems, facings, bands and seam allowances effortlessly.

**Fit Control**
- Utilize the full library of standard sizes for women (Misses, Women, Petite, Junior), Men, Children, Toddlers, Infants, and Dolls.
- Create Simple-Fit or Refined-Fit custom slopers (using up to 36 measurements) to better customize for individual body types.
- Adjust dart width, length, and angle.
- Enjoy built-in armhole/sleeve cap intelligence.

**Lots of Styles**

**Numerous Display Modes**
- Control which garment pieces are displayed on the screen, e.g. front, back, left, right, etc., which enables you to build asymmetrical garments.
- View garment Dimensions in various modes (decimal, fraction, metric).
- Display Tops and Bottoms separately or together for creative design.
- Preview your pattern with Pagination to see tiling and paper use.
- Choose from various Zoom levels as your work.

**General Utility**
- Enter additional User Information to save/print your project.
- Set Document Defaults to customize your master setup.
- Allow ‘Pattern Intelligence’ to warn you of pattern errors.
- Use the Pattern Layout mode to assist in determining yardage needs for your project.
- Determine yarn yardage/weight needs for knitting.
♦ Tops: Numerous Tops including contoured, A-line, straight, etc.
♦ Skirts: Straight, A-line, Gored, Wrap and Slits with variations.
♦ Pants: Templates for Straight, Tapered and Bell Bottom styles.
♦ Waist Treatment: Choose between waistband, elastic or elastic with casing.
♦ Dresses: Various dress styles including A-line and styles with an internal body dart.
♦ Raglan and Saddle Shoulder sleeve/armhole plus Kimono, Dolman and other Sleeves.
♦ Additional necklines, armholes and sleeve styles. 

Print Control
♦ Display and print schematics of your patterns.
♦ Print patterns in multiple scales, including 1/8, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2 and actual size.
♦ Choose the optional grid on patterns to assist with pattern layout and creative endeavors.

For Sewing/Pattern Drafting
♦ Choose the option for Refined-Fit slopers, allowing for darts and the asymmetrical body.
♦ Adjust dart length, width and angle.
♦ Enjoy ‘pattern intelligence’ designed to keep your patterns worry-free.
♦ Add Custom Seam Allowances, Facings, Extensions, and Hems.
♦ View Final Pattern Mode on screen.
♦ Click on a line or group of lines and let Designer measure them for you!

For Knitting
♦ Request bottom-up, Sideways, top-down & diagonal knitting instructions.
♦ View Stitch and Row Counts.
♦ Batch all Shaping Instructions for printing.
♦ Create Yoke Sweater designs.
♦ Enjoy a new ‘Graphic’ displays which allows for all pieces to display in one window and export together.
♦ Use Knitter’s Darts for refined fit.
♦ Set-up Custom Bands.

Price: $199.00
Optional Style Sets 1&2: $25.00 ea.
(50 style options in each to mix and match with original styles).
Future style sets will be added as fashion changes or design collections are built.

Couture Totes Collection: $30.00
Holiday Collection: $30.00

Computer Requirements
♦ Windows XP, Vista & Windows 7
♦ Macintosh Mac, OS 10.4, 10.5 & 10.6
♦ CD ROM & USB Port